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Long Story Short
The London-based artist on recent projects, and a Kahlil Joseph film he admires

Watch Video At: https://youtu.be/lcy1nO_ezWI

Peter Spanjer is a Nigerian visual artist, born and raised in Germany and currently living
and working in London. Using immersive and mixed media that combine film and sound,
Peter's work addresses the soft, vulnerable and complex nature of Black life and the Black
body within the space it occupies. He is currently showing pieces of work at his debut solo
show at Kristin Hjellegjerde gallery in London.
The purpose of Peter's piece "Make Me Safe" completely shifted after the killings of
George Floyd and Breonna Taylor. The original sound clips were created to serve as an
emotional release, which was then followed by the collection of footage. Peter combined
all of these elements to create a piece of work that was not reflective of a detailed plan, but
of a need to convey truth.
In this latest edition of our video interview series Long Story Short, Peter talks to us about
finding new creative outlets, the marriage of sound and visuals, and the idea of capturing
moments.
For more about the work Peter discusses in his video, please visit these links:
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• WaterBlood-n-Bones
• Make Me Safe
• good kid, m.A.A.d city [Kahlil Joseph]
Video edit by Carly Angeloni.

"Long Story Short" is a Muse video series produced with FREE THE
WORK, a nonprofit initiative and talent discovery platform for
underrepresented creators. Head to freethework.com to search for
more talented creators to work with. For more about Peter
Spanjer, visit his Free The Work page.
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Ashley Epping
Ashley Epping is art director of Muse by Clio and program lead at the Clio Awards.
More from Ashley Epping
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